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Abstract—Runtime monitoring is a technique usable in all
phases of the software development cycle, from initial testing, to
debugging, to actually maintaining proper function in produc-
tion code. Of particular importance are parametric monitoring
systems, which allow the specification of properties that relate
objects in a program, rather than only global properties. In
the past decade, a number of parametric runtime monitoring
systems have been developed. Here we give a demonstration
of our system, JavaMOP. It is the only parametric monitoring
system that allows multiple differing logical formalisms. It is
also the most efficient in terms of runtime overhead, and very
competitive with respect to memory usage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring executions of a system against expected prop-
erties plays an important role not only in system develop-
ment stages, e.g., debugging, testing, but also in the de-
ployed system as a mechanism to increase system reliability
or security. Monitoring a program execution generates an
execution trace consisting of events that the user is interested
in. When an execution trace validates/violates the given
property, appropriate actions according to the purpose of the
monitor will be triggered.

Parametric properties are properties with free variables,
allowing one to describe not only global behaviors but also
behaviors of objects. Although it gives more expressiveness,
it is not trivial to monitor parametric properties efficiently.
There can be a huge number of parameter instances during
monitoring. For example, in Java, it is not uncommon to see
hundreds of thousands of iterators during one execution of a
program, which leads to hundreds of thousands of parameter
instances in a specification about iterators. There have been
numerous approaches such as [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7] to build effective and efficient parametric monitoring
solutions for different applications. However, many moni-
toring systems follow a formalism-dependent approach, that
is, they hardwire their parametric specification formalisms,
as a feasible solution to this, limiting expressiveness and
leading to inefficient monitoring; note that some properties
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Approach Language Logic Scope Mode Handler

Hawk [8] Java Eagle global inline violation
J-Lo [9] Java ParamLTL global inline violation
Jass [10] Java assertions global inline violation
JavaMaC [11] Java PastLTL class outlineviolation
jContractor [12] Java contracts global inline violation
JML [13] Java contracts global inline violation
JPaX [1] Java LTL class offline violation
P2V [14] C,

C++
PSL global inline validation/

violation
PQL [5] Java PQL global inline validation
PTQL [6] Java SQL global outlinevalidation
Spec# [15] C# contracts global inline/

offline
violation

RuleR [16] Java RuleR global inline violation
Temporal
Rover [2]

several MiTL class inline violation

Tracematches [4]Java Reg. Exp. global inline validation

Figure 1. Runtime Monitoring Breakdown

can be monitored more efficiently using a different formal-
ism. Figure 1 lists a number of other monitoring systems
and the logical formalism they support. Note that all have
some hardwired formalism.

Our approach slices an execution trace according to
parameter instance, then checks each slice by a monitor
dedicated to the slice. In this way, a monitor can be from
any formalism and the framework can focus on efficient
parametric slicing no matter what formalism is being used.
The challenge of this approach that there can be a huge
number of monitors, has been overcome by many tech-
niques. By ignoring parameter instances that can never
reach the target states [17], we can reduce the number of
monitors to create, reducing runtime and memory overhead
greatly. Also, some monitors can become unnecessary during
execution because objects necessary for a policy violation
can be garbage collected. We detect such unnecessary mon-
itors and eliminate them efficiently [18]. In this way, the
number of monitors to update upon an event decreases
and monitors take less memory, resulting in better runtime
and memory performance.
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Figure 2. JavaMOP Architecture

II. JAVAMOP

JavaMOP [19] is an instance of the generic MOP frame-
work specific to the Java programming language. It al-
lows concise descriptions of parametric properties using
a combination of event specifications using an extension
of AspectJ [20] as well as properties specified over these
events. From these specifications, JavaMOP generates As-
pectJ code for monitoring, which is weaved into the target
program by any AspectJ compiler, such as the standard
AspectJ compiler ajc. In this way, the generated monitoring
code observes the program, catches the events defined by
a specification, and checks whether the program is com-
pliant to the given specification. When a specification is
validated or violated, user-defined actions, called handlers,
are executed. User-defined actions can be any Java code
from logging to runtime recovery. The ability to supply
actual recovery code in the event of a violated specification
allows JavaMOP-generated monitors to actually enforce a
specification within a program.

JavaMOP is distinguished by several features which make
it one of the best runtime monitoring systems. First, Java-
MOP supports efficient formalism-independent parametric
monitoring [17]. While other tools have some restrictions
in their parametric monitoring or hardwire formalisms in
order to support parametric monitoring efficiently, JavaMOP
has no restrictions in parametric monitoring and is com-
pletely logical formalism agnostic. JavaMOP already has

support for finite state machines (FSM), extended regular
expressions (ERE), context-free grammars (CFG), past time
(specific) linear temporal logic (PTLTL), a linear temporal
logic supporting both future and past operators simultane-
ously (LTL), and past time linear temporal logic with calls
and returns (PTCaRet). JavaMOP is unique1 among run-
time monitoring systems in supporting efficient parametric
context-free properties, and is the only monitoring system
of any kind that supports LTL specifications with simulta-
neous future and past operators. Additionally, JavaMOP can
be extended to support more logical formalisms using its
plugin interface. Since we believe that there is no ultimate
formalism that every property can be expressed concisely,
users will likely use different formalisms, depending on what
properties they want to express. Currently, JavaMOP2 has the
best runtime performance of any monitoring system, while
maintaining competitive memory performance. Several years
of research [7], [21], [17], [18] have focused on improving
its performance, resulting in only 15% average runtime
overhead on the DaCapo benchmark [22].

Figure 2 shows the architecture of JavaMOP. JavaMOP
communicates with the Logic Repository which generates
platform-independent monitoring pseudo-code for the given
property. All logical formalism plugins are contained within
the Logic Repository, which is a standalone program that
can be used with other instances of the MOP framework3.
The JavaMOP component has several translators to interpret
pseudo-code from the Logic Repository into AspectJ moni-
toring code. JavaMOP provides several interfaces including
command-line and web interfaces, and it can be extended
as well, for other usages.

Since JavaMOP relies on an external AspectJ com-
piler for weaving monitoring code, JavaMOP only allows
events which can be defined in the standard AspectJ.
Additionally, it cannot do any weaving-time optimization.
For the broader scope of events and target code specific
optimization, we leave integrating JavaMOP into an AspectJ
compiler as a future work.

The installer and the source distribution of JavaMOP
command-line interface are available from the JavaMOP
website, http://javamop.com. The website also contains the
web interface to JavaMOP, detailed JavaMOP syntax, in-
structions for use, and experimental results.

III. DEMONSTRATION

In the accompanying video, we demonstrate three Java-
MOP properties with different formalisms, how to instru-
ment example programs with the generated monitoring code,
and the results of monitoring the example code. We monitor

1RV-Monitor, a product under development by Runtime Verification, Inc.
also supports these, but it is a derivative of JavaMOP.

2And its RV-Monitor derivative.
3A C instance of MOP is forthcoming.
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SafeEnum(Vector v, Enumeration e) {
event create after(Vector v)

returning(Enumeration e) :
call(Enumeration Vector+.elements())

&& target(v) {}
event updatesource after(Vector v) :

(call(* Vector+.remove*(..))
|| call(* Vector+.add*(..))
|| call(* Vector+.clear(..))
|| call(* Vector+.insertElementAt(..))
|| call(* Vector+.set*(..))
|| call(* Vector+.retainAll(..)))
&& target(v) {}

event next before(Enumeration e) :
call(* Enumeration+.nextElement())

&& target(e) {}

ere : create next* updatesource+ next
@match {

System.out.println("improper enumeration usage");
__RESET;

}
}

Figure 3. SafeEnum Property in ERE

SafeLock(Lock l, Thread t) {
event acquire before(Lock l, Thread t):

call(* Lock.acquire()) && target(l)
&& thread(t) {}

event release before(Lock l, Thread t):
call(* Lock.release()) && target(l)

&& thread(t) {}
event begin before(Thread t) :

execution(* *.*(..)) && thread(t)
&& !within(Lock+) {}

event end after(Thread t) :
execution(* *.*(..)) && thread(t)

&& !within(Lock+) {}

cfg : S -> S begin S end |
S acquire S release | epsilon

@fail {
System.out.println("improper lock usage");

}
}

Figure 4. SafeLock Property in CFG

our example programs against three well-known properties
that have been discussed in other works [21], [4], [7].
We rewrote the properties into three different formalisms
for demonstration purposes. For the last property, we also
demonstrate how we can provide a recovery action so that
the property is actually enforced, rather than simply checked.

• SafeEnum (ERE): Ensures that one does not modify a
Collection while its Enumeration is in use;

• SafeLock (CFG): Ensures that each method in each
thread releases each Lock as many times as the method
acquires the lock;

HasNext(Iterator i) {
event hasnexttrue after(Iterator i)

returning(boolean b) :
call(* Iterator.hasNext())
&& target(i) && condition(b) {}

event hasnextfalse after(Iterator i)
returning(boolean b) :

call(* Iterator.hasNext())
&& target(i) && condition(!b) {}

event next before(Iterator i) :
call(* Iterator.next()) && target(i) {}

ltl: [](next => (*) hasnexttrue)
@violation {

System.out.println("improper iterator usage");
}

}

Figure 5. HasNext Property in LTL

• HasNext (LTL): Ensures that one does not use the next
element in an Iterator without checking for the existence
of a next element.

In the first specification, SafeEnum (Figure 3), we have
three events: create, updatesource, and next. Once we see
any updatesource event, there should be no following next
event. Our first example program follows the specification
and no errors are reported by the monitoring code. Our sec-
ond program violates the specification, and the monitoring
code detects it and signals an error.

In the second specification, SafeLock (Figure 4), each
acquire and release event should be paired in the
same method. Any mismatched acquire or release is
considered to be a violation to the property. Note that
this property cannot be expressed using regular patterns.
We again show both validation and violation of the property
with example programs.

In the last specification, HasNext (Figure 5), there are
three events: hasnexttrue, hasnextfalse, and next. The
events hasnexttrue and hasnextfalse represent the same
method call but different return values. The property states
that every time a next event is seen, there should be a
hasnexttrue event immediately preceding it. This time we
show only a violating program, and we show how recovery
from the violation can be performed by checking that
another element is present before allowing the call to the
next() method by using an around pointcut (not pictured).

IV. CONCLUSION

Parametric monitoring is useful at all stages during the
software development cycle, either to aid in the detection of
errors, or to recover from errors gracefully. Many systems
have been developed to allow the monitoring of parametric
properties, but they all have fixed formalisms. JavaMOP
allows the user to use whatever logical formalism with which
they feel most comfortable, in fact, they may even add new
formalisms if they desire. Not only is JavaMOP not fixed in
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logical formalism, but it is also the most efficient monitoring
system in terms of runtime overhead, and very competitive
in terms of memory efficiency.

With our tool demo, we showcase the JavaMOP tool.
We demonstrate three different properties. For two of the
properties, we show two example programs, in each case
one that causes a violation of the property and one that
does not. For the third property, we show an example
program that violates the property, and then show how
JavaMOP’s recovery actions allow for ensuring that the
violation can be avoided entirely.

The demonstration video is available at:
http://fsl.cs.uiuc.edu/JavaMOPDemo.html.
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